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Anatomy

Mark Strozier / istock Muscle Lift the sofa to straighten the rug underneath, bring a soda case from the car ... and you may feel a shot of pain so severe you think you have broken your back. Most likely: You suffer from stress, sprains or spasms - an extremely common cause of back pain. And while you
may be in pain, unsceded muscle aches and pains are usually easy within two weeks and disappear for six. Discs After years of wear and tear (or, rarely, a sudden injury), gelatin pads that act as cushions between the vertebrae can become thinner, leaving bones back with less of their natural shock
absorbers. The vertebrae crunch closer together and change from side to side, putting extra strain on the joints and on the muscles and ligaments that support the spine. A disc can also begin to bulge, or the gel may begin to leak out of a rupture - an official condition known as a hernia, although often
called slippage (and, if the disk is pressed on a nerve, sometimes by name that cannot be printed here). If it's the syringe nerve that's hit, you'll feel it down your leg, like sciatica - it's painful, but rarely permanent. Herniated discs tend to shrink on their own, re reducing the pressure that causes pain. It may
feel like three centuries, but within three months, as many as 90 percent of sufferer people feel much better. Your dorsal joint has small joints, which connect the vertebrae, allowing you to bend and twist. If the cartilage in the joints is worn - a result of injury or simply use over time - the bones underneath
rub together, causing pain and swelling: arthritis of the spine. This usually occurs in the neck (with pain sometimes felt in the shoulder area) or the lower back (pain may be in the buttocks or legs). Bone Arthritis, as well as aging or herniated discs, can cause growth on the vertebrae known as bone spurs,
which crowd the space through which the spinal cord and nerves run. This narrowing - narrowing - does not always cause problems. But then, you can develop chronic back pain, muscle weakness, and, rarely, nerve damage. Next: If the surgeon says Operation, you say... Four questions to take to your
doctor when the letter S appears. Make sure you are completely satisfied with the answer before you leave. What happens if I wait? While there are some rare conditions in which surgery is needed quickly (your spine has become unstable, for example, or you have neurological complications), there is
often time to give other things a chance to work. How can I be sure surgery would be best for my condition? You want proof; statistical and research requirements. At ethicaldoctor.org, you can find reviews of multiple back procedures, along with a star rating system that shows you how reliable you are of
studies. What can I try instead? A good surgeon should be familiar with other treatments - and be comfortable discussing them What are the risks? If the doctor dismisses possible complications, or does not acknowledge that the problem may be cut up then, run (or hobble) for another traine. This content
is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email address. You can find more information about this content and similar content at Piano.io Medically reviewed by the University of Illinois - Written by Ann Pietrangelo - Updated on December 16, 2016
Overview of who the Complex Human Brain Controls Who We Are: How We Think, Feel, and Act. It gives meaning to our world and our place in it. The brain also controls all major body functions. The brain is placed in the skull, protecting it from injury. On average a pound at birth, the brain grows to about
3 pounds by adulthood. The brain, along with the spinal cord is an important component of the central nervous system (CNS). Two types of cells exist in the brain. Neurons send and receive signals to and from your brain and the rest of the body. Glial cells, sometimes called neuroglia or glia, form myelin,
a fatty, insular layer around nerve fibers. The cells maintain stability, and provide nutrition and support. Each part of the brain performs a specific function and is linked to other parts of the brain. Between the skull and brain are three layers of tissue, called brain flickers. They protect the brain. The powerful
outer layer is named mater dura. The middle layer, the arachnoid mater, is a thin film made of blood vessels and elastic tissue. It covers the whole brain. The pia mater is the same layer, with blood vessels running deep into the brain. CerebrumForebrain, the largest part of the brain is divided into two
halves of higher activity processes such as vision, hearing, speech, emotions, and the LeftLeft Movement of cerebrumC responsible for language in most right-handed people and about 50 percent of left-handed people; control of reasoning and analytical calculations; processing of motor and sensory
signals for the right side of the bodyRight hemisphereRight to the right of cerebrum Explaining visual signals and singular processing, including emotions, art, and visual reasoning; processing of motor and sensory signals for the left side of the bodyConnection between the two hemispheres Connecting the
left and right lobes The majority of the brain, the front of the head Helps to form reasoning, emotions, brain M movement between the brain Help us understand our ssular relationship with other people and objects; ind touch and pain ExplanationThe lobe drive of the back of the brain Help the brain Help
process visual informationThe massivething of each side of the brainThe help memory, language, smell, facial recognition ability; emotional explanationCerebellumHindbrain Good motor movement control, balance and positionBrainstemExcestem, to the spinal cordCont controlling the basic body functions
necessary for survivalMidbrainTop the part of the brainstemControls of eye movement, facial sensations, balance, and hearingMonsMiddle portions of brainstemControls sensory analysis, motor skills, sleep, and consciousnessMedulla oblongataMlowest parts of brainstemControls respiratory drive,
swallowing, coughing, gag reflexes; helps regulate circulation, blood pressure, and heart rateSet structures on brainstemResponsible for emotionsThalamusFound under the cerebrumResponsible for integrating all of the sensory signals coming from the spinal cord and limbic system HypothalamusSits
right below the thalamusSends messages to pituitary gland and helps to regulate temperature, thirst, water balance, sleep, hormone production, and appetiteAmygdalaThe structure in the limbic systemThe process of aggressive behavior and fearHippocampusThe structure in the system Limbic system
Help us remember new informationPituitary glandBase of the brainSecretes hormonesThe lymph nodes in the deep part of the brainCoordinates stable movementThe brain, or forebrain, makes up the largest part of the brain and is divided into two halves. The left hemisphere is largely responsible for the
language. The right hemisphere of the brain is important for explaining visual signals and processing space. The brain controls coordination, temperature, vision, sound, reasoning, learning and emotions. The space between the two hemispheres is called a large vertical crack. Corpus callosum connects
the sides and transmits signals from one side of the brain to the other. The brain has billions of neurons and glia form the cortex, its outer outer layer. This is often referred to as gray matter. Fibers connected between neurons beneath the surface of the brain are called white matter. The cymbal, or hind



legs, handles movement well, balanced and positioning. It helps us to make quick and repetitive moves. Brainstem is located in front of the cenlet and is connected to the spinal cord. Its work is to transmit signals between the cortex and the rest of the body. It helps to control our most basic functions and is
made up of three parts. The middle brain controls eye movement, facial sensations, balance and hearing. Signals from the cortex to the spinal cord and nerves move through the pons, controlling sensory analysis, motor skills, sleep and consciousness. The lowest part of the brainstem is the meduel brain,
which helps control heart and lung function, among other functions. The an frontal lobe is the largest part of the brain, located in front of the head. It helps to form reasoning, emotions and movement. The lobe is the middle part of the brain. It helps us understand our place in relationships with others and
things. It also helps us explain ind touch and pain. Aerated lobe the back of the brain and helps us process visual information. The temporal lobes are located on each side of the brain. They help with our memory, language, and sense of smell. They also help us recognize faces and objects and explain
other people's reactions. The limbic system is responsible for emotions. The brain hill is the information center that comes and goes to the cortex. It refers to painful sensations and alertness. The lower hill is a small structure that sends a message to the offline gland. It also helps control sexual behavior,
eating, sleeping, body temperature, and movement. The amygdala is involved in the handling of aggressive and fearful behavior. Hippocampus helps us remember new information. The brain has four centers of mind connected by cavities and tubes. The two median centers of the brain hemisphere
communicate with a third located at the center of the brain. It communicates with the fourth at the base of the brain through a tube called a cerebral a drain. CSHOR flows through the fourth sysohort and around the brain. This is a transparent, watery liquid produced in the less. It buffers the brain and
spinal cord, and is constantly absorbed and replenished. The pine line is a development on the back of the third sysomis. Its purpose is not fully understood, but is said to play a part in sexual maturity. The pit pit pit gland is a small gland at the base of the brain that secretes hormones. It plays an important
role in the functioning of other glands, bodies, sexual development, and growth. Last medical assessment on 16 December 2016 2016
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